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Guillaume Moussa was born 1966 in Benin. He holds a degree in 

Mathematics and Actuarial Science from the Ludwig-Maximilian-

University in Munich, Germany, with main focus on statistics and 

probability. The subject of his thesis financed by the Munich Re 

Group was “Long-Term-Care Insurance (with main focus on 

France). A statistical investigation”. 

 

Mr. Moussa has extensive experience in both life and property & casualty insurance, 

especially in the areas of International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) / US Generally 

Accepted Accounting Principles (US GAAP), insurance valuation, value-based management, 

Solvency II, Internal Capital Model, rating plan design, and mergers and acquisitions. He is 

active in the insurance industry since 1997. He worked as valuation actuary for the Munich 

Re Group, for Gerling-Konzern Globale Rückversicherungs-AG, and for Revios. Mr. Moussa 

joined the Risk Management department of the RheinLand Group in July 2006 where he is in 

charge of all actuarial aspects of risk management for the non-life companies and for the 

group (including life companies and payment protection insurers). 

 
Mr. Moussa is a Member of the German Actuarial Association (DAV). He is a member of the 

DAV International Committee and is DAV delegate at the IAA Africa Subcommittee. He is 

actively involved in an actuarial education programme for West Africa as chairman of the charity 

organisation “Actuarial Sciences for Africa”. In the context of this education programme, 

Mr. Moussa has developed and teaches a micro-insurance lecture. Mr. Moussa is a Chairperson 

of the department of actuarial sciences and financial mathematics (Ecole Supérieure d’Actuariat: 

ESA) ISM-Adonaï Cotonou Benin. He spoke on professional topics such as IFRS / US GAAP, 

rating methodology, risk management and life insurance at numerous industry meetings in 

Germany and Italy. He was invited by the German Insurance Supervisory Authorities (BaFin) to 

share his view and experience with the Level 1 of Solvency II for Medium size Insurance Group 

with CEIOPS (Committee of European Insurance and Occupational Pensions Supervisors). 

 


